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Plan of this  lecture

[1.]   Dark Matter   
       

[2.]   Radiation mechanisms

[3.]   Interpretation  of
        “Low Energy Cosmic Rays”
   



 

 DARK   MATTER 

[a]  Dynamical  evidence for

[b]  Nature  of



Dynamical  Evidence for Dark Matter

 The Dark Matter is   “non baryonic”
 an  “exotic”  substance
 
  A  feld  that is  not  contained
  in the Standard Model of Particle Physics [!]

Galaxies

Clusters  of  Galaxies

The entire  Universe



COMA  Galaxy Cluster

Optical X-ray
[hot gas  confned  by 
 deep gravitational well]Fritz  Zwicky  1933 

First argument for Dark Matter
Virial  theorem



Most of the baryonic  mass in a  Galaxy  cluster
Resides in  a hot (temperature T ~ few KeV) intergalactic gas
Hydrostatic  Equilibrium.

ABELL 2029



 Keplerian  
 circular motion:



 Spiral galaxy NGC 3198
  overlaid with hydrogen
  column density  [21 cm]
  [ApJ 295 (1905) 305

Expected from luminous
Matter in the disk

Extra “invisible”  component



M31:
ANDROMEDA



M31   Rotation  curve   (1975)



Milky Way 
DARK   HALO



MILKY
WAY sun



Edwin Hubble 
(1923)

Discovery of the 
Expansion of the 
Universe.

Velocity of 
 Galaxies.



Rescaling of all distances. 

: present

: Universal time

: Scale 
  function



Expansion and Redshift 

Photon emitted 
 at  time t

Wavelength 
 “stretched”
  by the expansion

Defnition of redshift z

Relation between
Redshift z and scale a(t)

 all particles



Dynamics of the expansion:

Friedmann's equation.

[obtained   from
Einstein equations 
of General Relativity]

Constant   K 
Geometry of Space



Derivation from elementary Newtonian dynamics
[wrong  motivation, but  right answer]:

Spherical symmetry:
choose an arbitrary center point.
Energy = Kinetic + Potential  



Substitute:

Flat space



Curvature term

Geometry  defned  by   





Particle
conservation

Particle
conservation
+ momentum
    redshift

.... the vacuum
 is the vacuum...



Friedmann's  equation 



SuperNovae Ia
are a standard candle.

(universal  light curve)
[dimming  +  broadening]



SN1a  as  
standard  candles



Dark Energy 73%Dark Energy 73%
(Cosmological Constant)(Cosmological Constant)

  NeutrinosNeutrinos
  0.10.1 2%2%

Dark MatterDark Matter
23%23%

Ordinary Matter 4%Ordinary Matter 4%
(of this only about(of this only about
  10% luminous)10% luminous)



The Universe is FLAT !



Mysteries of the DARK UNIVERSE

DARK MATTER:   
  Holds  together  galaxies
  and  other  large scale  structures
  [A  new  elementary particle ?]

DARK  ENERGY   :  
  Drives apart  galaxies 
  And other large scale  structures
  [The energy of vacuum  itself ?]



Vacuum  Pressure

Need to “pull” the piston



Hendrik Casimir
(1909, 2000)

Electromagnetic feld  vacuum E



The DARK  MATTER is “Non Baryonic”

Nucleosynthesis

Structure  Formation



BigBang 
Nucleo-synthesis
 constraints 
 
on  ordinary 
(“baryonic”) matter



Robert W. Wilson Arno.A. Penzias 

Discovery of the  2.7  Kelvin 
Cosmic  Microwave Background Radiation
By Penzias and  Wilson  (1965), [Nobel 1978]





The “Rosetta stone”  
Of the Early Universe







GRAVITATIONAL  INSTABILITY

Smooth Structured 





Distribution of Galaxies in the SKY  (XMASS)



2dF Galaxy Redshift  Survey







NEUTRINOS

Oscillation studies 

Structure  formation 
Too much neutrinos
 erase Large Scale
           structure



Does Dark Matter  
                   Really  Exist ?



Prediction +  Discovery of  Neptune  (23/24 september 1846)

John Couch AdamsUrbain Le Verrier

Uranus  orbital  anomalies

Mercury  orbital  anomalies
Extra 43''/century  perihelion precession

New dynamics
General Relativity 
(1916 Albert Einstein)



MOdifed  Newtonian  Dynamics    [MOND]

“Newtonian”

Fundamental
acceleration

Modifed  Newtonian
(small  acceleration)

Coincidence?

>>

<<





[Cosmology, Structure formation]

Mordehai  Milgrom  (SciAmi  august 2002).  

Theoretical Objections:  “Phenomenology, Not Theory” 



[Cosmology, Structure formation]

Recent Development of a covariant relativistic theory

[More than 450
 references]

Mordehai  Milgrom  (SciAmi  august 2002).  

Theoretical Objections:  “Phenomenology, Not Theory” 



Why is  “DARK MATTER”  the “prevalent  paradigm” 

1. Theoretical  Difculties in constructing 
     a consistent, covariant theory.

2.  Remarkable success of the “Dark Matter”  paradigm
     In  describing the structure formation  in our universe.
     Relation between the
       Large scale   galaxy  distribution.
       Anisotropies in the Cosmic  Background Radiation.

3.  The “BULLET  CLUSTER”  
     (Cluster 1E0657-558:  2 colliding clusters at z=0.296)
      Clear separation between Baryons and Mass.
     [other  similar objects  discovered  (MACS J0025.4-1222)]
  



Bullet  CLUSTER    (2 colliding clusters)



A.Tyson, Physics Today, 1992:6, pg.24



MASS DISTRIBUTION  
(from gravitational lensing)



X-RAY  Emission
(gas of ordinary matter)



In recent years a lot of attention has been given to the 
“train wreck cluster”  [Abell 520]   (z=0.21)

A “counter example” to the Bullet cluster

Contours = Mass
Red:  X Rays (Chandra)

White: galaxies
Contour: mass

White: galaxies
Contour: X rays



It exists  (no modifed gravity for the  bullet cluster)

Good estimate of the  cosmological average  (~23%)

Most of it is non baryonic

Most of it is “cold” 

It  cannot be  explained by the Standard  Model 
                                                  in Particle Physics !

DARK  MATTER:   we  know   a lot :
...but we 
  do NOT know
  much more...



What is the Dark Matter ?



Artists 
 and

Dark Matter

Cold Dark  Matter
(Tate Gallery. London)

Cornelia
Parker





What is the Dark Matter ?

Possible  theoretical ideas

   Thermal Relic

   Axion

   Super-massive particles

Discuss only this idea 
[perhaps the best motivated]
[ofers the best  chances of discovery] 



Early  Universe
 was HOT

[Adiabatic
 compression
 of a fuid]

“COSMIC  SOUP”

THERMAL 
EQUILIBRIUM



Thermal  equilibrium 
Distribution 

Boson
fermion



High Temperature



m < T



Annihilation  cross section
Determines the
“relic  abundance”



Exercise:

Compute the “Relic abundance”
 of a particle  of mass M.

Input  :

 Hubble Constant now
 Temperature of the CMBR
 Annihilation cross section
 [All particles  of the standard Model] 



 Particle anti-particle  annihilation 
 and the  “Relic Density”

[Pedagogical discussion]
 “box” of constant volume.
  Equal distributions for particle and anti-particle 

Velocity averaged  cross section
[in many cases                                       ]

Probability of  disappearance per unit  time



 Particle anti-particle  annihilation 
 and the  “Relic Density”

[Pedagogical discussion]
 “box” of constant volume.
  Equal distributions for particle and anti-particle 

Velocity averaged  cross section
[in many cases                                       ]

Evolution of the 
Particle density

Probability of  disappearance per unit  time



Time  evolution
Of  the density

Initial  condition

Solution

All particles annihilate.



Annihilation in an  Expanding Universe



Evolution equation
for the comoving
density

Solution

Diference with 
respect  to the case
of constant volume



Evolution equation
for the comoving
density

Solution

Diference with 
Respect  to the case
of constant volume

Possible  convergent integral
For Finite  relic  density





Relation between time and temperature
during  the  nucleosynthesis 
“the frst three minutes”



Extrapolation to early time



Language of “freeze-out”

There is a time  when the dark matter particles
Comoving density “freezes out”, remain constant.

Annihilation stops.







 

Weak interaction mass scale

The  “relic  density”  of a particle 
is  determined  by its annihilation cross section

(several complications are  possible)



 the WIMP's  “miracle”

“Killing two birds  with a single stone”

Dark Matter Puzzle

Theories Beyond the Standard Model 
(in particular Supersymmetry)
predict new  particles  that  have
the right properties to form the DM

 Direct observational problem

“Theoretical” motivation

Weakly Interacting Massive Particles (WIMP's)



Standard Model  felds Super-symmetric extension

fermions

bosons  New 
 fermions 
   spin 1/2
   …ino

  New 
  bosons
   (scalar)
    spin 0
     S....

2 Higgs

 one  stable  
 new particle
 (R-parity conserved)

 Weak 
 (~100 GeV)
 Mass scale ?



Three roads to the DM (WIMP) discovery



Annihilation

Creation

Elastic 

Time reversal

Crossing
 symmetry





ATLAS detector  at LHC

 How do you see a Dark Matter (therefore invisible) particle ?



 Lowest mass,
 stable,
 (super-symmetric)
 Particle   [LSP]

 This  particle interacts WEAKLY 
 therefore (efectively always)
 traverse the detector invisibly.
 
 Detection via   4-momentum conservation 
  [“Missing  energy and 
  (transverse) momentum”]

Accelerator  Experiments



“Direct”  Search 
  for  Dark Matter

Nucleus   A
at rest

Elastic  scattering



SUN  – rotation around the galactic  center.  



Predicted  velocity  distribution of DM particles
In the “Halo Frame”
Maxwellian  form



Numerical
Simulation 



  “Halo rest frame”

   Velocity   of Earth in the
   Halo  rest frame

   [Co-rotation ?]
   



Velocity  distribution in   the Earth Framexs

2nd june
2nd december



Expected fux of Dark Matter particles  (here !) :



“Direct”  Search 
  for  Dark Matter

Nucleus   A
at rest

Non  relativistic  WIMP



Quasi exponential distribution 

2nd june
2nd december

A = 127  (Iodium)
M

wimp
 = 50 GeV

Scattering RATE



DAMA-LIBRA  (Gran Sasso underground  Laboratory)

250 Kg  NaI  scintillator.

Observation 
of sinusoidal 
 time-modulation  of the
 Energy Deposition Rate

 
(controversial) 
 claim of evidence
 of detection of
 Galactic  Dark Matter





Period one year.
(… well obvious...)

“Phase”
Is centered  
At the “right”  value (!)

Maximum 
The 2nd june
day:

Fundamental discovery ?!

Unknown  background
(with  coincident  phase) ?











Indirect  searches   for 
DARK MATTER

 Milky  Way
 with DM  halo 



 In the “WIMP paradigm”  
 Dark Matter is NOT really dark 

point in the Milky Way
with dark matter
mass density 

Release
of energy

Number density
of DM particles

[assume here DM particle is of Majorana nature              ]

cosmology



sun

 Density distribution
 determined by   
 Rotation  velocity measurements

“Cusp” at GC
 derived by N-body simulations

Navarro,Frenk,White

DM in the Milky Way



Power generated by DM annihilations in the Milky Way halo

 small  efect 
 of “Cusp” on
 total luminosity

For  comparison,
for Cosmic Ray protons



What is the fnal  state of DM annihilations ?

… well we do not know, we have to build a model
    (for example  supersymmetry).

 But it is  plausible that the  Dark Matter particle
 will (or could) produce all  particles (and anti-particles)
 that we know.

Most promising for detection:

Charged 
(anti)particles

photons Neutrinos



Photon emission from DM  annihilation





No evidence for Dark Matter  signal

1.  Galactic Center

2. Dwarf Galaxies 

3. Spectral lines





Galactic 
Cosmic Ray
Halo

Smaller CR  density
In the  LMC and SMC



 Charged particles:
 positrons and
 anti-protons

 Trapped by the 
 Galactic  magnetic feld

 Extra contribution to 
 the cosmic ray fuxes



PAMELA

detector

Launch  
15th  june 2006





Crucial  ingredient:
the MAGNET !

e-
e+







“Positron Excess” !



[2.]    Radiation Mechanisms

   [a]  Hadronic

   [b1]   Leptonic, Compton
   [b2]   Leptonic, Synchrotron
     



Gamma Ray Emission
by Proton interaction

  via  production and decay
  of neutral pions 



Gamma Ray Emission
by Proton interaction

  via  production and decay
  of neutral pions 

Smaller contributions
from decay of other particles



p



p



Hadronic mechanism:
(emission of photons  by proton interaction).

A proton  in the source has a probability of interacting  
in a time dt :

Relativistic protons
Population in the source.

Expect (in most cases)
a power law spectrum

Gas  density in the targetproton-proton
inelastic cross section



Flux observed at the Earth

Number of photons of energy Eg
produced in an interaction of a proton 
of energy Ep



“Scaling function”

Convolution of the probability of creating
a neutral pion of a certain energy +
probability  that the pion decay into a photon
of energy 



Pion decay into photons:

Rest Frame 

Photons are emitted  isotropically
and  monochromatically   with a fxed energy.



Frame  where the pion
is moving



The spectrum of the photons has a 

“scaling form”



Functions of same shape



Inclusive distribution of pions 
Produced in proton interactions 





Two diferent  Energies    (100, 175 GeV) 

Fits of
form



Feynman Scaling

(Only approximate  validity)

But very useful as “guide” 
(and with important consequences)



Inclusive distribution of pions 
Produced in proton interactions 

Note :
The convolution of  two scaling functions
is again a scaling function

Important consequence :

A Power-Law  spectrum of primary protons generates 
a power law spectrum  of same exponent.



 Number of photons
 emitted per unit time
 and unit energy 
 at energy Eg

=

 Number of protons
 in the source with
 Energy Ep

 Probability that
 one proton interact 
 per unit time

* *

 Number of photons 
 of energy Eg produced
 in the interaction of 
 a proton of Energy Ep





Approximations:

   v = c

change of
variables





IF the population of relativistic protons
inside an astrophysical source is  a power law
of esponent alpha

Then the photon emission is also a power law
with the same exponent.
The emission  is proportional 
to the gas  density  in the source



“Geometric 
 demonstration”



Weight all  contributions
With a  power Law

Sum all contributions:
obtain  power Law
of same esponent



“Signature”  of the hadronic  mechanism:

The mass                       leaves  its “imprint”

on the photon spectrum

Look again to the decay spectrum



Low energy photons  can only be produced 
by High energy pions





[symmetry for “refections”  around                        ] 



For the hadronic 
emission mechanism:

The photon spectra
at energies
          and

symmetric around
are equal.

Gamma ray spectrum as  convolution of the        spectra



High energy cutof: 
                                     

 Refects a possible cutof in the
 Proton spectrum

Low energy cutof

Consequence of 
The pion mass = 0.135 GeV



Result of the 
FERMI collaboration

SCIENCE   feb. 2013 

“Detection of the characteristic
 Pion-decay signature in 
 Supernova Remnants”



Reconstruction of the Proton population
Inside the two SuperNova shells



“Conventional  mechanism”
for the production of positrons and antiprotons:

Creation  of  secondaries in  the inelastic  hadronic  interactions
 of cosmic rays  in the interstellar medium

 “Standard mechanism”
  for the generation of  
  positrons  and 
  anti-protons
 
 Dominant  mechanism 
 for  the generation of 
 high energy
 gamma rays

intimately  connected



 Electron fux is
 smaller and  softer 
 than the proton fux.

Smaller contributions
of positrons
and antiprotons



Straightforward  [hadronic physics] exercise:

[1]  Take  spectra of cosmic rays (protons + nuclei)  observed at the Earth

[2]   Make them interact in the local  interstellar  medium (pp, p-He,  He-p,...) 

[3]  Compute the   rate of production  of secondaries



“Local”  Rate of production of  secondaries 

Diferent low  energy behaviors 
  (low energy antiproton
  production suppressed)

 Power Law  behavior 
 at high energy



Radiation  Mechanisms  for
Electrons and Positrons:

SYNCHROTRON

INVERSE COMPTON  scattering



Compton scattering

Scattering between an electron (or positron)
and a photon.



“Normally”  (and historically)
 it is  studied  experimentally in the 
 electron rest frame

Here the photon loses energy to the electron.

m



In astrophysics it is  important  when 
a high energy, relativistic  electron
(E >> m)   scatter with a “soft photon”  
such as a visible light  photon  (of a few eV)
or a photon of the 
Cosmic Microwave Background Radiation  
[T = 2.725 Kelvin = 0.000234 eV]

The electron loses energy, and generates
Gamma rays. 

“Inverse Compton”



“Klein-Nishina regime”

Quantum mechanics
result is identical
to the classical result

“Thomson regime”



 Cross section for
 electron-photon 
 Compton scattering 

=



 Cross section for
 electron-photon scattering 

“Thomson regime”

 Cross section 
 constant

“Klein-Nishina”

 Cross section 
 ~ 1/E

=



Scattering process
important only for 

electrons/positrons



J.J Thomson  (1897)
 
Discovery of the electron



Thomson regime

Power emitted 
per unit solid angle

Total emitted power

Larmor's  formula

Classical results
of radiation from an accelerated
electric charge  that has
a small  velocity   (v/c << 1) 



Jackson, Classical Electrodynamics, sec.14.8

 Average over polarization
 of incident wave, 
 sum over polarization
 of scattered wave



 Classically, the scattered radiation has the same
 frequency of the incident  wave.

Quantum  mechanically,
in the scattering  between particles 
this  cannot be exactly true, because 
of conservation of energy   and momentum.

Variables in electron  rest frame



 Classically, the scattered radiation has the same
 frequency of the incident  wave.

Quantum  mechanically,
in the scattering  between particles this  cannot be
exactly true, because of conservation of energy 
and momentum.

Variables in electron  rest frame

COMPTON experiment  confrms  Einstein/Planck  theory !
Scattered  light  changes its wavelength



Kinematics of Compton  Scattering 
in the  electron rest frame



Kinematically this is simple to understand
(“scattering of a  light particle  on a very massive
object”)

Variables in electron  rest frame



Variables in electron  rest frame

What happens   in a  frame where the electron
is  ultra-relativistic  with Lorentz factor gamma ?



Backward scattering

Combination of two Lorentz
transformation

Lorentz transformation
to get rest-frame Energy

Second transformation
to go back to lab. frame



 Electron  traveling in a volume
 with a density  of target photons
 (with isotropic distribution)

Number of  photons
Scattered 
(with energy  ef
per unit time)



See 
Blumenthal 
+ Gould
Rev.Mod.Phys.
Apr. 1970





Factor of 100



Inverse  Compton Scattering

 Interaction
  rate

Radiation Field:  Density:

                            Photon energy: 

  Average energy 
  of scattered photon



Contributions of 
diferent electron energy

Power Law
of electrons









Synchrotron radiation

 Emission of radiation 
 from relativistic 
 charged particles 
 propagating in
 in a magnetic feld 

 Classical and
 Quantum Mechanical treatments
 give the same results for
 all astrophysical problems 
 (identifying frequency and energy)



Energy loss for synchrotron
grows  proportionally to
B2    E2      m-4

Important only for electrons and positrons
(except for very extraordinary circumstances)

 Average for random
 orientation of the feld 

c

[energy
 density]



Larmor Formula

valid for acceleration
of particle at rest
(or v <<  c)

Total  Energy Loss for Synchrotron Radiation:

Result valid in  frame where the particle is non relativistic
+ need  to boost in  the laboratory frame



Larmor Formula

valid for acceleration
of particle at rest
(or v <<  c)

Total  Energy Loss for Synchrotron Radiation:

Write in 
relativistic 
invariant form

transverse=
orthogonal to B

Result valid in  frame where the particle is non relativistic
+ need  to boost in  the laboratory frame



Motion in a Magnetic feld



Energy loss for synchrotron
grows  proportionally to
B2    E2      m-4

Important only for electrons and positrons
(except for very extraordinary circumstances)

 Average for random
 orientation of the feld 

c

[energy
 density]



 Angular distribution of the radiation 

From: Jackson
“Classical Electrodynamics”



x

Synchrotron radiation is emitted in cone of
Narrow  angle along the instantaneous direction of 
motion of the particle



Classical electrodynamics
(for example 
 chapter 14 of Jackson)

Dependence on the energy  (or frequency) 
of the emitted  photon.

Quantum mechanical
calculation



= “Pitch angle”
     angle between the velocity of the particle
     and the magnetic feld

Characteristic  (or “critical”) energy



 Critical   energy
 for synchrotron emission

Example of  
CRAB nebula

B

 Most of the power
 emitted around the 
 critical energy



Number of synchrotron photons  emitted as 
as a function of the  Logarithm of the photon energy



Number of synchrotron photons  emitted as 
as a function of the  Logarithm of the photon energy



Number of synchrotron photons  emitted as 
as a function of the  Logarithm of the photon energy

[As previous picture  but with a logarithmic vertical scale]



Diferential Power 
 emitted in synchrotron radiation 
as a function of the  Logarithm [photon energy] 



Number of synchrotron photons  emitted as 
as a function of the  Logarithm of the photon energy.
Diferent values of the Magnetic  Field



Number of synchrotron photons  emitted as 
as a function of the  Logarithm of the photon energy.
Diferent values of the Magnetic  Field



Synchrotron Radiation



Synchrotron Radiation Inverse Compton



The magnetic feld can be seen as 
 an  ensemble of virtual photons.

Synchrotron Radiation can be seen
as the Inverse Compton scattering
on these background photons

see: Blumenthal & Gould
Rev. Mod. Phys. 42, 237 (1970)



Classical  Physics  method to estimate the
Frequency  (that is the energy) of synchrotron radiation

O

Observer sees 
a sequence of narrow pulses
of radiation

Line of sight

Observer



Line of sight

Observeri f



Frequency of the 
Circular (elicoidal)  motion

Line of sight 

Observer



A B



Fourier analysis of a pulse  of length
Frequency of largest component    

Dominant energy of  Synchrotron emission



Synchrotron emission from 
an  ensemble of  
relativistic  electrons/positrons.

Sum the contributions of all particles. 



Emission of electrons/positrons of diferent energy :

Sum all emission spectra with appropriate weights
 Weight  = [electron energy distribution]



Electron spectrum
power law of exponent    

Synchrotron  spectrum
power law of exponent    













PKS 2155-304



PKS 2155-304

(Very rapid time  variations)



The CRAB  Nebula

6
 a

rc
m

in
u

te
s

1 minute = 0.58 pc
 =  1.8 * 1018  cm 



Spectral Energy Distribution of the CRAB  nebula



CRAB  Nebula  Energy Spectrum

SSC  (Self Synchrotron Coompton)  model emission 

Synchrotron Radiation
Inverse Compton
 Scattering





[3.]    Interpretation of the 
          “Low Energy Cosmic Ray Spectra"

           (direct measurements)



Measurements of  
at the Earth:

 protons+ nuclei

 electrons 

 anti-particles

 Cosmic Rays



 Cosmic Rays
 measure  a space
 and time average 
 of  the source emissions,
 distorted by propagation 

 The spectra carry 
 very valuable information
 about the CR sources 
 and the properties
 of the Milky Way



 Electron fux is
 smaller and  softer 
 than the proton fux.

Smaller contributions
of positrons
and antiprotons











DAMPE  (Dark Matter  Particle Explorer)

Launch :  17th December 2015 











HESS Cherenkov detector









CREAM p data

 angle averaged difuse Galactic gamma ray  fux  (Fermi) 

AMS02 



CREAM p data

4 spectra
have approximately
the same slope 

soft electron spectrum



Electron spectra
 at diferent times Solar Modulations



Recent AMS02   
[79   spectra of e+ and e-]
[27 days   periods] 

What is the   shape of the 
interstellar spectrum ?

Fit = 

  FFA Solar
  Modulations



Unbroken power law
in interstellar  space
+ Force Field Approximation
   for solar modulations 

Positron fux



All electron 
spectrum

Understanding this  spectral  structure is  important

Remarkable discovery
of Cherenkov telescopes
confrmed by satellites



“striking” 
  qualitative features
  that “call out”
  for an explanation

[A]  Proton and electron spectra are  very diferent.
     [a1]   much smaller e- fux
     [a2]   much  softer   electron fux 
     [a3]  evident  “break”at 1 TeV  in the
             (e+ + e-)  spectrum

[B]  positron  and antiproton for (E> 30 GeV)
      have the  same power law behavior  
      and  difer by a factor 2  (of order unity)

4 spectra
have approximately
the same slope 



Veritas:   break at 710 GeV,
                stronger  break 



Positron component 

Crucial to extend the measurement





Energy Loss 

Synchrotron radiation
Compton scattering       
strongly depend on the particle mass  

Characteristic time
for energy loss

quadratic in energy

Energy losses
can be the main
“sink” for e+/e-  CR

or be negligible 
 
depending on  the
residence time of the 
particles in the Galaxy

main mechanisms



Rate of Energy Loss   depends on the
energy density in  magnetic  feld  and  radiation
(and therefore is a function of position)

 Average  value for the
 particle  confnement volume 



Formation of the Galactic Cosmic Ray  spectra
(for each  particle type)
three  elements are of fundamental importance:

1. Source spectrum

2.  Magnetic confnement
      (CR residence  (escape)  time)

3.   Energy losses  
      (synchrotron + Compton scattering+ ….)

[4.   hadronic + other interactions …..]



 Injection 
 of cosmic rays

 Containment
 time

Diferent particles

 Galactic Cosmic Rays 



Nuclear Fragmentation  
(collisions with the Inter Stellar Medium)

Solar 
system

v

v

v

proton  
 at rest



(extended halo)

Column density

Escape  faster at higher E



 Injection 
 of cosmic rays

 Containment
 time

LARGE Power
Requirement

Spectral Shape 
[Dynamics  
of acceleration process]

Source 
Identifcation 



“Secondary Nuclei” Li, Be, B

Rare nuclei  created in the fragmentation of 
primary (directly accelerated)  more massive nuclei

Some examples: 

…........

 “grammage" 
  traversed 
  by the nuclei

AMS02
data



Interpretation in terms of  Column density

[Assuming that the column  density is  accumulated
during propagation in interstellar space]

Approximation
of constant  fragmentation
cross sections

 



Measurements
of Beryllium 10

Direct measurement of  the cosmic ray “age” 
unstable isotope Beryllium-10.   

Compare with 
fux of stable  isotopes

Decay suppression:
infer  residence time

Estimate of suppression
in original paper



Single  age
  for  CR:

Distribution of ages

Extracting                  from

is in  general  model dependent 
[depends on the   distribution of the  age] 



Work of 

[Leaky Box  framework]

Result  reinterpreted with
longer lifetimes in diferent 
frameworks

Much smaller sensitivity
to the modeling “theory”

 very important 
 to confrm !



 diferent
 models



Profound  astrophysical  implications
of the  cosmic ray residence time.    



“Conventional  mechanism”
for the production of positrons and antiprotons:

Creation  of  secondaries in  the inelastic  hadronic  interactions
 of cosmic rays  in the interstellar medium

 “Standard mechanism”
  for the generation of  
  positrons  and 
  anti-protons
 
 Dominant  mechanism 
 for  the generation of 
 high energy
 gamma rays

intimately  connected



Straightforward  [hadronic physics] exercise:

[1]  Take  spectra of cosmic rays (protons + nuclei)  observed at the Earth

[2]   Make them interact in the local  interstellar  medium (pp, p-He,  He-p,...) 

[3]  Compute the   rate of production  of secondaries



“Local”  Rate of production of  secondaries 

Diferent low  energy behaviors 
  (low energy antiproton
  production suppressed)

 Power Law  behavior 
 at high energy



 Local production
 rates of secondaries 

 Observed fuxes 

“striking”
 similarity



The ratio positron/antiproton 
Local source (secondary production)
(within systematic uncertainties) 
is equal to the ratio   of the observed  fuxes 

 Does this  result has a 
“natural explanation”  ?  



There is a  simple,  natural  interpretation that
“leaps out of the slide” :

1.  The “standard mechanism of secondary production
     is the main  source  of the antiparticles 
     (and of the gamma rays)

2. Cosmic rays in the Galaxy   (that generate  the 
     antiparticles  and  the photons)  have   spectra
     similar to what is observed at the Earth.

3.   The Galactic propagation  efects for
     positrons and antiprotons are approximately equal
 

4.   The propagation efects  have only 
      a  weak   energy dependence.



The Logic of the discussion on the positron fux: 

Flux of  particle type j is the source spectrum
“distorted” by propagation efect. 

Apply to positrons:

DATA model model
 New source
 of positrons 
 (DM, pulsars,...)



Phenomenological observation

“Natural” explanation 
Conventional scenario
Positrons have
an “energy loss sink”

Meaningless (but strange) 
numerical  coincidence



 Distortion of the source 
 spectra created
 by propagation

 Weak  energy dependence of the propagation efects ! 



Formation of the  Cosmic Rays   spectra in the Galaxy:

 [No space variables.  The Galaxy is considered
 as one single homogeneous volume (or  point)]

Equation that    describe the CR Galactic  population

Three functions of energy/rigidity
defne completely  the model  for   one  particle  type 

Source  spectrum  (stationary)

Escape time

Rate of energy loss

LEAKY BOX
Simplest Model:



spectrum of
cosmic rays

Escape time Rate of energy Loss

 Source  

 Propagation 

 Observable CR density



Source escape Energy loss



Spectral  “feature”
Critical  energy 

Softening:



Exact 
solution:



Idea  of very general validity:

The Spectra of electrons and positrons
should  contain a softening  “spectral  feature”
associated to the  energy loss:

at a critical  energy   E*



 Difusion Model (“minimal version”)

Galaxy  modeled as
a homogeneous slab 
of  a  “difusive medium”
with 2 absorption surfaces  

Propagation model  
specifed by H + 2 functions 

H

(Halo thickness)



Projection in  x (or y or z) 



Average escape time for CR    (no energy loss)

Critical energy



Exact solution: 
 Energy losses 
 negligible

 Energy losses 
 dominant

Stationary emission
from the Galactic plane



Imprint of  the energy losses  on   the spectral index



The  (Model independent) point :
The efects of  energy loss  during the propagation of
electrons and positrons should  leave an “imprint”  on
the spectra: a softening feature.

The characteristic energy 
of the softening  has a  simple  physical  meaning:
(in good approximation)  it is the energy
where the Loss-Time  is  equal to the Escape Time
(or age) of the cosmic rays. 

Identifcation  of 
corresponds to a measurement of the CR residence time 

Where is  the energy loss softening feature ?   



Two possibilities 

 Use the  lepton  spectra as 
“cosmic ray clocks”



Possible (and “natural”)  choice: identifcation of the 
sharp softening  observed  by the Cherenkov telescopes
in the spectrum of                as the  critical energy 

Range depends  on volume
 of confnement

Propagation of
positrons and antiprotons 
is approximately equal for 



Imprints of the 

“Granular nature”   of  the CR sources
 on the spectra of  electrons 



Imprints of the 

“Granular nature”   of  the CR sources
 on the spectra of  electrons 

Prediction of large efects 
at sufciently high energy  

Large anisotropy

Large deviations
from power law fux

“Critical energy for
  discrete sources efects”



How many sources  contribute to
the  Cosmic Ray  Flux ?

Assumption, for primary CR   (p, e-) 

The CR  sources   are “events” 
point-like and   “short-lived” (on Galactic scales)
[Supernova explosions, Gamma Ray Bursts, Pulsars, ….]

Number density  in the  disk 

time between  events
 in the entire Galaxy



Assume  continuous  emission of protons 

Space-time
origin of the fux

(in Difusion 
      Model )



Protons  (Nuclei)

Number of “source-events”  that contribute to the fux

Numerical  example:

All events
at a distance: Age:



Maximum propagation time 
for electron and positrons

Evolution of  energy with time:

Initial  energy 
( time t in the past)

Maximum  age  for particle
observed with energy E



Maximum 
propagation distance

Strong  dependence
on the critical energy 



Assume  continuous  emission of electrons 

Space-time
origin of the fux



Electrons

Number of “source-events”  that contribute to the fux

Numerical  example:

All events
at a distance: Age:



“Stochastic efects  critical Energy”:  “One single source”

[Brightest source  contributes  (on average)  
½  the expected  fux for a continuous source distribution]

If the critical  energy is low  (GeV Range)
Expect to see the efects of  granularity at TeV energy 

If the critical  energy is  high  ( 1 TeV)
expect to see the efects of  granularity at 15-20 TeV



Problem of the  “Local Sources"

If the CR   residence time is  long, 
and therefore the difusion coefcient is small:    

for                         
one  expects that only very near sources
contribute  to the fux.

and therefore:
  
the spectrum should show  evidence 
for the fact that only  very few
sources  contribute.



What happens when only  few
sources  contribute  to the fux ? 

The fux is  generated by an ensemble o
of discrete “source events”  that are 
localized  (“point like”)   and last a short time
(on Galactic time scales).

Each source  is defned by two parameters
and by  its “age” and position



Flux from an “
instantaneous  explosive)  source”

simple difusive model)



Simple  analytic  expression
(limit of negligible  escape)



Changing   r
(same age)

Changing   t
(same distance)



An  ensemble of  many such sources 
all  equal to each other  
uniformly distributed in a  thin layer around 
the Solar system  
with a constant  rate    

Result (neglect escape)   in a power law fux:

Identical  fuxes  can be   generated  by

Many weak    sources,  or
Few    strong sources   

But:  
“granularity” efects
 (discrete sources)



Divide the space  time into two  regions:

Far, old  sources

Near, young  sources 

Treated as a continuous 
 “smooth emission”

Treated as individual sources
 (generating randomly
 one confguration)

“MonteCarlo  study of source  confgurations



 smooth  
 distribution
 limit

 Discrete 
 sources

 Sum all
 components 

Randomly generated
confguration of sources

 Far, old sources
 (treated as smooth



One more randomly generated
confguration of sources  [2]



One more randomly generated
confguration of sources  [3]



One more randomly generated
confguration of sources  [4]



10  confgurations    [Sum of all contributions]

Thick  black line =
 average of  10  “Galaxy confgurations"



Conclusion  from this numerical  study

In the framework of the model  described above
(short CR lifetime, explosive sources)

It is  very difcult to explain the 
observed spectral shape
with  a sharp break  to  a steeper  power law form



Conclusion  from this numerical  study

In the framework of the model  described above
(short CR lifetime, explosive sources)

It is  very difcult to explain the 
observed spectral shape
with  a sharp break  to  a steeper  power law form

Solutions ….. ?

     [1.] High critical energy   (large propagation distance)

     [2.] Modify the source model 



Hypothesis:   ONE single  log duration source
is responsible for the spectral break in the 
all-electron spectrum

The “Just so”   solution to the “local sources problem"



Emission from  a  source is extended in time

Simplest hypothesis:  a factorized spectrum

Time  dependence   motivated by
the PULSAR  breaking law



Fading source 

Dashed line
Instantaneous source

High energy tail



changing  source decay time tau:



Matching the spectral  break with ONE  “fading” source

Possible to match the break with emission from one source



Matching the spectral  break with ONE  “fading” source

Possible to match the break with emission from one source

[ can  one match the entire spectrum ?]



Note on the solution:

The source distance r
enters the fux
In the combination:

Flux absolute 
Normalization 

Infnite  identical solutions:



Study ensemble of  fading sources  



One random Galactic  confguration  [2]



One random Galactic  confguration  [e]



Dipole  moment  of  the angular distribution



Comments:

Interesting  solution,
But...  still  requires  “signifcant fne tuning”
to generate a  spectrum similar to the observed one
with no additional  structure.
[transition many sources →  One source] 

Very important  astrophysical implications:

Are Pulsar-like sources the main sources
of electrons ?   [and also positrons ?]

Do Pulsars accelerate protons ?

What about Supernovae ?



Proton versus  electron  

Acceleration in sources

Cosmic Ray generation

Problem of central importance in High Energy Astrophysics



If: positrons and antiprotons  have equal
     propagation properties.

Then:  also electron and protons  have also the same
           propagation  properties 

But  then:

why are  the electron the proton  spectra 
so diferent  from each other  ?! 

The  e/p  diference
must be  generated
by the sources 



Interstellar 
space

Source

Source
halo

Scheme of a source

accelerator



Primary Cosmic  Rays:

understand the Accelerators

Nearly  certainly  the accelerators  are   transients 

A single  accelerator

(Accelerator  is  born)

(Accelerator  “disappears”) 

Integrating   over its  entire lifetime, the Accelerator
“releases”  in interstellar space  populations of  relativistic
Particles.

, ….



During its  lifetime,

the accelerator is  a  gamma ray and neutrino emitter 

Infer the populations of relativistic  particles
inside  (or near)  the accelerators:

Far from trivial to relate this information
to the CR  spectra  released in interstellar  space



brings us to a “Crossroad”
in our studies of Cosmic Rays

The  observations  of the anti-particle fuxes  

electrons
positrons

protons
antiprotons

Diferent propagation  properties for 
 

Propagation properties
in the Milky Way

[A]   “Conventional  Scenario”

[B]   “Alternative  Scenario”

Equal propagation  properties for 
 



 Conventional  propagation scenario: 

A1.  Very long lifetime  for cosmic rays 

A2.   Diference  between electron and proton spectra
         shaped by propagation efects

A3.   New  hard source of positrons  is required 

A4.   Secondary nuclei generated in interstellar space

 Alternative propagation scenario: 

B1.  Short  lifetime  for cosmic rays 

B2.   Diference  between electron and proton spectra
         generated in the accelerators

B3.   antiprotons and positrons of secondary origin

B4.   Most secondary nuclei generated in/close to accelerators 



1.  Extend  measurements of e+- spectra
     Diferent cutofs  can confrm the conventional picture

2.  More precise measuremens of (e+ + e-) spectra
     in the multi-TeV  range

3.  Extend  measurements of secondary nuclei
     [B, Be, Li].   Look for signatures of 
     nuclear fragmentation inside/near the accelerators.

4. Study  the space and energy  distributions
    of the relativistic e+-  in the Milky Way 
    [from the  analysis of difuse Galactic gamma ray fux]

5.  Develop an understanding of the CR sources  
     Study the populations of e- and p  in  young SNR
      (assuming that they are  the main sources of CR)

How can one  discriminate between
the  two scenarios  ?



 Conclusions:  

An understanding of the origin of the 
electron, positron and antiproton fuxes
is of central importance for High Energy Astrophysics.

This problem  touches  the
“cornerstones”  of  the feld
and has  profound and broad implications

Discovery of Dark Matter !!?
Possible antiparticle accelerators
Spectra (e and p)  released by CR accelerators,
Fundamental properties of  CR Galactic propagation

Crucial  crossroad for the feld.







Korkoronke

El choique





Pleiades



410 years ago   (dec-1609) 

Galileo Galilei  
started to observe
the sky with  a telescope



It is extraordinarily beautiful 
 and a source of great joy
 to observe the body 
 of the Moon .....

Pulcherrimum atque
 visu iucundissimum est,
 lunare corpus,......



In  1610,  
Galileo  published his
observations
under the title:

unfolding great and very wonderful sights
and displaying to the gaze of everyone,
but especially philosophers and astronomers,
the things that were observed by

GALILEO GALILEI,
Florentine patrician
and public mathematician of the University of Padua,
with the help of a 

spyglass
 lately devised by him,
about the face of the Moon, countless fxed stars,
the Milky Way, nebulous stars,
but especially about

four planets
fying around the star of Jupiter at unequal intervals
and periods with wonderful swiftness;
which, unknown by anyone until this day,
the frst author detected recently
and decided to name
MEDICEAN STARS

“SIDEREUS
 NUNCIUS”
“The messenger from 
  the stars”



  PLEIADUM    CONSTELLATIO
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